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There are two types of presets that Goldeneye uses, what we call 00 presets and 27 

presets (and correspondingly 00 objects that use 00 type presets, and 27 objects that use 

27 type presets). 

 

 
Right click on any patch of land, and you can choose between inserting 00 presets, 27 

presets, 00 objects, 27 objects, guards, 2E camera types, intro camera points, and intro 

swirls.   

 



 
 

00 presets are shown by blue presets.  This is mainly a coordinate, and if no object is 

added at this spot, can be used in action blocks or objectives, etc. 

 

EDITOR SYSTEM for presets: 

Dark color = front of preset 

Light color = back of preset 

 

But primarily we use these for objects.   

 



 
 

While you can right click on a 00 preset and add an object, it’s simpler usually to just add 

a 00 object directly.  Right click on a patch of land and insert any 00 object you want.  

 

00 objects are those who sizes must be in the same proportions as the original objects.   

 



 
 

If you use the resize tool (purple four arrows), you can scale the object, with all 

dimensions being scaled equally.  This is where 00 presets differ from 27 presets.  27 

presets you can scale the entire object equally, or each dimension separately.  All objects 

(0 – 0x154) except guards can be placed at either 00 or 27 presets.  However, to be 

considered a door, it must be at a 27 preset.   

 



 
 

Guards may only be placed at 00 presets (or just insert guard which inserts both a 00 

preset, and places the guard at it).   

 

 
 

Path presets are 00 presets.  They must be 00 presets and cannot be 27 presets.  They are 

a connected graph that let guards navigate the level.  To make them, add presets, then 

right click and choose Join to Path Preset Table.   



 

 
 

Please see the path preset tutorial to learn how to use them.  They are ONLY needed if 

you are making a level out of new multiplayers; if you do Tools -> Make Level 

Barebones they are preserved, and you don’t need to make them for all solo missions.  

Otherwise you can ignore them  

 



 
 

To add a path Click Tools -> Edit Paths, and Click Add Path (then delete any presets that 

show up). 

 



 
 

You can use these path presets to make actual guard paths.  Right click on any 00 preset 

or 00 object, and choose Add Preset to Path -> Path X.  If Paths On is enabled, you can 

see the paths by a blue line.  There is a tutorial on path creation (it requires action blocks) 

so please read it. 

 

 

 



 
Only 00 presets can be start points. 

 

If you right click and choose Set as Multi Start Point or Set as Solo Start point the 00 

preset will turn white.  This means that it is a start point.  Remember, the dark coloring 

means the front. 

 



 
 

2E Camera Points are yellow, are actually objects, and are automatically tied to the 

closest preset (00 or 27).  To actually use them, you need to use action blocks.  These are 

used for end cut-scenes and similar.  They can be moved in the air, but cannot be sized.   

 

 
 



Action D5 (in Tools -> Edit Actions) can go to these camera objects.  Note that you must 

right click on the camera object, and choose Add 16 object in order to actually use them.   

 

D5.##.xxxx.yyyy set camera focus to tagged Camera#.  If x=1, focus on Bond and ignore 

camera rotation. y can be set but is not used in-game. 

 

The action block automatically focuses on Bond from the camera object.  To turn this off, 

change the 1 to a 0.   

 

 
 

Intro camera points are what is displayed (randomly, between all of them) when the level 

is first started.  They are purple.  The dark part is the front.  They can be moved in the air, 

but cannot be sized. 

 



 
 

The swirl objects are when the level starts, the camera swirls around Bond from those 

positions.  Note they are done in the order they are placed.  They are orange.  You should 

probably edit the order manually and be careful using the Tools -> Edit Intro Blocks.   

 



 
 

27 Presets are red.  They are also sized to their actual size, but this is mostly useless 

unless an object is placed at one.   

 



 
 

27 Objects can be stretched any direction using the three rightmost arrows.  They also can 

have their entire object scaled using the four purple arrows.  Doors must be 27 objects, or 

else they cannot be type 01 door object.   27 objects are defaulted to size 10 x 10 x 10. 


